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ABSTRACT 
Let S be a stip. This is a locally compact semigroup with identity element 1 of 
which the topology has a certain homogeneous structure. Consider the algebra 
generated by the positive bounded Radon messures ,U on S of which the collection 
of all the translates of,u by elements of a compact neighborhood of 1 is order bounded. 
This algebra, is an amdogue of the algebra studied by N. Wiener. We show that this 
algebra is weakly* dense in the space of all bounded Radon measures on S, in case S 
hes a certain additional topological property. In particular, we have that such a stip 
is a foundation semigroup. Further, we discuss some other conditions under which a 
stip has this property mentioned above. Also, we give some structure theorems for 
this type of stips. 
A.M.% subject claasi$cut&m : 43A10, 22A15, 23AlO. 
Key words and phrasea : meseures with locally bounded translations, measures with 
continuous trenslations, stip, foundation semigroup, measure algebra, smallest dense 
ideal. 
Wiener in [17] studied the space of the complex-valued functions on 
I3 that are locally L,-functions and globally Lr-functions. This space 
admits a generalisation for more general locally compact groups U. The 
generalisation turned out to be an ideal in the algebra L(G) and a Banach 
module over N(G) under an appropriate norm [cf. [S]]. As the results in 
[2] show this “Wiener algebra” may play a significant role in the harmonic 
analysis. 
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The Wiener algebra of functions can be identified with a Wiener algebra 
of measures in which terminology there is an analogue on locally compact 
semigroups S [cf. [IS]]. Unlike the group case it is not obvious whether 
the Wiener algebra on a locally compact semigroup is weak*-dense in 
M(S), the space of all bounded Radon measures on S. In fact in its 
generality this problem is still unsolved. In this paper we give a partial 
answer to this question. We prove that on a stip S [i.e. a locally compact 
semigroup S with identity element of which the topology has a certain 
homogeneous structure: of. [14] and (2.1)] for which the srrdest dense 
ideal is a Gg-set, the union of the supports of the measures in the Wiener 
algebra is a dense subset of S. As a corollary we find that a stip with 
such a smallest dense ideal is a foundation semigroup in the sense of [l], 
Q 4 [see also (3.7)]. 
In case of a locally compact group G, the bounded Radon measures 
on G with compact support of which the total variation is less than a 
right Haar measure are typical elements in the Wiener algebra. For a 
rather extensive class of locally compact semigroups, constructions of 
non-trivial measures that are translation invariant in a certain sense are 
known [cf. e.g. [8], [ll], [13] and also [3]]. Unfortunately, however, the 
support of these “invariant” measures may be “small” compared to the 
semigroup. In fact, a locally compact semigroup that is the support of an 
“invariant” measure turns out to be closely related to a locally compact 
group [cf. e.g. [7], [9] and [lo]]. Therefore, in the general case of a stip, 
one may not expect that the subspace of the Wiener algebra generated 
by the measures provided by the invariant measures is weakly* dense 
in M(S). We may describe our approach as follows. 
For each open subset U of the stip S, we try to construct a measure 
,u E M(S)+ and a compact subset F of U such that ,u(B’) # 0 and ,L&]F j, f<p 
for all t in some neighborhood V of 1. One might call such a measure ,u 
a locally semi-invariant measure. The main difficulty is not to construct 
such a measure [one can use methods that are related to the standard 
ones to construct Haar measures], but to find [separate] these sets P and 
V admitting such a construction. However, in case the smallest dense 
ideal of the stip is a Cd-set [or has a Gg-set type of property; cf. (3.7)] 
this approach turns out to be fruitful; i.e. we can carry out such a sepa- 
ration and construction. [Although, in the non-commutative case, the 
described approach needs some adjustment.] 
In $ 2, we collect some preliminaries. The main theorem and the per- 
formance of the above program can be found in 5 3. Our main efforts are 
directed towards the separation of the sets F and V mentioned above. 
In Q 4, for a stip S, we discuss some properties implying that the smallest 
dense ideal has that G&-set type of property. Such a property of S for 
instance is the following one [cf. (4.7)]. 
For each x, y ES the set {y>x-1 is countable or finite. 
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9 2. DEFINITIONS AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES 
For the convenience of the reader, we recall the definitions and main- 
properties of the basic notions [see also [14] and [15]]. The other con- 
ventions that are not explained in the text are the same as the ones in 
[15]. More related properties can be found in [14], [15] and [16]. 
(2.1) DEFINITION [cf. [15], (2.1)]. A 8%~ S is a locally compact semi- 
group with identity element 1 for which each open neighborhood U of 1 
has the following properties. 
(1) For each x E S, x E int ((xU)U-1) n int (U-I). 
(2) 1 E int (U-4 n wU-1) for some w, 2) E U. 
THROUCJHOUT THIS PAPER 8 IS A STIP 
(2.2) PROPOSITION [cf. [15], (2.3), (2.4), (2.7)]. There exists a two- 
sided ideal S in S such that clo (8) =S and any dense subset J of S 
contains S as soon as JS C J or SJ C J. 
S is said to be the smallest deme ideal. 
If W and V are open sets, x E S and w E W A S then V-1( WX), (xW)V-1, 
(7 n 8)-1x, x( V n 8)-l are open and w-I(( W n 8)x), (z( W n &))w-1 are 
neighborhoods of x. 0 
(2.3) DEIKNITION [cf. [15], (3.1), (3.13)]. L(S) is the collection of all 
,u E M(S) for which one of the maps x -+ ,u * Z or x --f Z * ,u from S into 
M(S) [here S denotes the point-mass at x] is weakly continuous at 1 
[i.e. is continuous at 1 with respect to the weak topology on M(S)]. 
If A 5 L(S) then Supp (A) = clo U {supp (p)lp E A}. 
(2.4) PROPOSITION [cf. [15], (3.2), (3.13)]. L(S) is an L-ideal of M(S) 
[i.e. a closed two-sided ideal in the Banach algebra M(S) and a band in 
the Riesz-space M(S)]. If ,u E L(S) then both the maps x -+ ,u * 2 and 
x --f Z * p are norm-continuous on S. El 
X is the collection all compact subsets of S and 9 is the collection 
of all closed subsets of S. 
(2.5) DEFINITION [cf. [16]]. Let K E%. 
For a ,u E M(S), we write ,ui E M(S) if {Z * \,uI Ix E K} has an upper 
bound on M(S). Otherwise, we write & $ M(S). 
If an upper bound in M(S) of such a set exists then ,uz denotes the 
least upper bound. Further, for each /J E M(S) we put 
llcc Ilk = 11~~11 if P; E M(S) 
ll&=~ if ~2 $ M(S). 
The collection of all ,U E M(S) for which ll~ll~<oo will be denoted by 
LM). 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let v, K E X such that W:= int (V)#& 
Let ,U E L#S’) and x E X( W A 8). Then Z * ,U E L&S’). 
PROOF. Let WE Wnfi and teS such that x=tw. 
Since for each g E Kt, (gW)w-1 is a neighborhood of g, and since Kt is 
compact, there is a finite subset Ko of Kt such that 
Kx C Ktw C KoW C K,,V. 
Therefore, for all y E K, ,u E L;(S) we have 
g * 15 * pl <g * P * lpl< 2 {i * ,a# E &I} 
whence 
(z*p)&i ~{hp;lk~Ko}. 
This shows that 
f *p EL:(S). cl 
(2.7) PROPOSITION. Let K E%. 
(i) L:(S) is a left L(S)-Banach-module under the norm 11 11: and L:(S) 
is a Riesz-ideal of Z(S). 
(ii) If 1 E int (K) then L:(S) CL(S). 
(iii) If V and W are compact neighborhoods of 1 then 
{z * pip E L)!(S), x E S) c L;(B) 
and 
SUPP (4x8) = SUPP (4&W. 
PROOF. The proof of (i) is clear upon a little reflection ; we omit this 
proof. If 1 E int (9) and ,u E L:(S) then {ZJ, 1~1 It E K} C [0, &I, where 
[0, ,&]:={Y E M(S)IOg~<p~}. By corollary 1 in V.8.6 of [12], this means 
that {t’+ I/J] (t E K} is weakly relatively compact. From this it follows 
easily that t -+ i * l,ul is weakly continuous on the neighborhood K of 1 
[cf. (2.8) of [Ml]. Therefore, by (3.13) of [15], l,~l E L(S) and hence, by 
(3.13) of [la], /A EL(S). 
(iii) follows immediately from (2.6). cl 
If S is a group and K a compact subset of i3 with non-empty interior 
then one can show that L:(S) can be identified with the space Jvbo studied 
in [6] and with the space Y, studied in [2]. In particular if S=n and 
K = [0, 11, L:(S) can be identified with the algebra studied by N. Wiener 
in [17]. 
(2.8) DEFINITION. For a compact neighborhood V of 1, L;(S) is 
called the Wiener algebra of S (with respect to V) and Supp (L;(S)) is 
called the support of the Wiener algebra of S. 
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3 3*.. THE MAIN THEOREiW 
The next two lemmas show that, in order to prove the announced result, 
we may assume that there exists a neighborhood of 1 that contains only 
one idempotent, namely 1. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let E be the collection of all idempotents in 8. Let 
1E be the collection of all e E E for which {e> is isolated in E n eSe. Let 
W be a compact neighborhood of 1. Put U : = int ( W) and W(e) : = W n eSe 
(e E E). 
Assume that 
eSe= Supp (l;vwc,,(S)) for all e E IE n U. 
Then 
s= supp @v,(S)). 
PROOF. Let e E IE n U. First, we shall show that 
(1) eSe C Supp (&g(S)). 
Let p E Lyre(S). For each u E U n S n eSe and g E W, the set 
(geUe)u-1= (geUe)(eue)-1 
is a neighborhood of g [cf. (2.2)]. Therefore, by a reasoning as in the proof 
of (2.6), one obtains that 
a * p E L;(s). 
Since e E clo (U n S n eSe) [cf. [15], (2.6)] and 
Sups (LLW = SUPP (G+,(S)) = eSe 
we may conclude that (1) holds. 
Now, we shall show that 
(2) 1 E clo (IE n U). 
Then a combination of (1) and (2) leads to the announced result. 
Put T: = WW. A simple compactness argument tells us that there 
exists a z E U A S such that 
Z-1~ n T C U. 
Put H: =z-iz n T. Obviously, LI is compact. If x, y E Li then zy E UU _C T 
and zxy=zy=z. Hence H is a semigroup. Let e be an idempotent in the 
kernel of H. 
Then f=e for all f~eLIe n E=H n eSe n E [cf. [5], (A.1.22)]. If 
f E S-lz n E then tf = z for some t E S and zf = tff = tf = z. This shows that 
S-Q n E C ~-1s. Now, we see that 
2hznEneSen UCHneSenEn U=(e). 
Consequently e E IE n U [cf. (2.2)]. 
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Similarly, one can prove that 
Unp-lpnTnIE#0 for allp~Unk?nS-%. 
Since for each neighborhood V of 1 contained in W there is a p E U n 
n 8 n S-iz such that ~-4 n T C V, we see that (2) holds. cl 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let e E E. Then eSe is a stip, (eSe)* =e&‘e=& n e8e and 
(eSe)* is a as-set in eSe as soon as B is a Ga-set. 
PROOF. The proof of the first two assertions can be found in [16], (2.6). 
lit (On)mN be a sequence of open subsets of S such that 8= n (O&z ~32). 
Observe that 
(eSe)* = n (0, n eSeln E l2) = 8 n eSe 
and the lemma follows. 0 
(3.3) LEMMA. Assume that 1 E IE. 
Let U be an open neighborhood of 1. Then U n 8 is the union of 
countably many sets of the form Uw n U (w E U n 8). 
PROOF. By (2.13) of [16], there exists a compact subgroup G of S 
with identity element 1 that is also a Gg-subset of S. Let V be a neigh- 
borhood of 1 such that VG C U. 
Since 8 is dense, we can find a countable subset A of V n 8 such that 
G n d # 0. Therefore 
1 E &j for some g E G. 
If u E 8 n U then, by (2.2), (& n U)-1 u is an open neighborhood of 1 and, 
consequently 
(S n U)-4 n Ag z 0. 
This shows that 
8 n U C (& n U)Ag. 
Since Ag C (V n &)G 2 U n 8 and Ag is countable, this proves the lemma. 
cl 
(3.4) LENWA. Let S be a et@ for which 1 k is&e& in E [i.e. 1 E Ih!J 
and 6’ is a Gb-set. Let H be a compact neighborhood of 1. Then 
H n Supp (L:(S)) z 0. 
PROOF. We shall prove this lemma in the steps (a)-(n). 
In each step we prove the assertion that is formulated in the italised 
sentence. 
(a) There exists an open relatively compact neighborhood UO of 1 con- 
tained in H such that 
T n E=(l), where T:=(O#. 
The prove of this claim is obvious. 
(b) There exist z, p E UO n 8 such that 
(1) &znTCUo 
and 
(2) 2 E cl0 (z( UO n Q-1 n &I). 
As in the proof of (3.1), one can find a xi E Uo n & such that 
zi’zl n T C UO. 
Let b, r, E UO n g such that bp E UO n fi n &lzl. 
Since b-1(&p) is a neighborhood of p, there exists an open neighborhood 
U of 1 such that, U C UQ, 
pU C b-l(6’p) 
and 
bpU C UO n & n k&. 
Take a UE U n 8 and put z:=bpu. 
Since z E &%q we have that 
~-4 n T C UO. 
Further, if w E u(U n 8)-l n U then 
bp E z(U n 8)-l n &I. 
Since w E clo (u(U n 8)-r n U), this shows that 
2 E cl0 (z( U n 8)-l n &u). 
(c) Put G: =z-1.z n T. Then G is a compact group. 
If x, y E G then x, YE UO and xy~ Ua 2 T. Since zxy=zy=z, we see 
that G is a semigroup. Obviously G is compact and contains only one 
idempotent, namely 1. This implies that G is a compact group [cf. [5], 
(A.1.19)]. 
(d) Let % be the collection of all open relatively compact neighborhoods 
U of 1 for which UG=GU=U. 
There exists a UI E % such that 
(1) (Up C UO n /3% n S-1~. 
Note that 
(2) &p C B-ly for all y E &I. 
First, observe that since G is compact, for each neighborhood W of G 
there is an open relatively compact neighborhood V of 1 such that 
GVGCW. 
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Since G is a group, we also have that GVG is open relatively compact 
and, hence GVG E %. 
The facts that ~9-1, zg-1 E fl (g E G) imply that Us r\ A!& n fi-1~1 is a 
neighborhood of G, from which the existence of a Ur in Q with property 
(1) follows. 
(e) There exi8t 0, 2 -5 VI n S such that 
xG C int ((Us n 8)~) n &lz n kbp. 
Let U E 4 such that 
i?P c Ul. 
By hypothesis we have that 6’ n U is a Gg-set. E’urther, we have that 
& n U is dense in U and fl n U is the union of countably many sets of 
the form Uw (w E fl n U) [ see (3.3)]. Therefore, by Baire’s theorem, we 
can find a w E & n U such that 
int ( Uw) # 8. 
Take an xEint (ifw). 
By (2.2), (U n 8)-lw n U n &‘#$I Therefore, there are a, b E U n 8 
such that w =ab. 
Also by (2.2), for each g E G, a-l(( U n &)bg) is a neighborhood of bg. 
The compactness of bG tells us that there is a &rite subset GO of G such 
that 
(1) bG C a-1( (U n &)bGo). 
Since n (U-l(bg)Ig E GO) n U is a neighborhood of 1, there is a v E fi 
that belongs to this set. With this “v”, (1) leads to 
wGC(Uni$bGoC(Un&Uv. 
Hence, we have that 
~wGC~(Un8)UeL(U1n&v 
and 
UWG C if4 C U1 C &Z n g-3. 
By our choice of x and the fact that G is a group we have that 
XG C (id (ow))G C (Ul n A!!$ C (U. n 8)~. 
Consequently we have that 
XC C int (( UO n A!?)@ n &-1~ n &-$I. 
(f) There exist an open neighborhood X0 of x and a Uz E 5% such that 
T n XoU;’ C UOV n U. n &-%z n 8-$ 
Since T is compact and xG C int (VOW) n UlG C int ( UOV) n U1 we can 
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fkd a V E @ such that 
(xV)V-1 n T C int (U,,v) n UI. 
Let Ua E 4 such that 
u2u2 c v n (Uo n S)-lw. 
Now, we have that 
((zU2)Ui-‘)W c (xV)V--1. 
Therefore, with X0: = (xU@;l, we have that 
X,JK1 n T C int ( UOV) n UI. 
Our choice of UI leads now to the announced result [cf. (d)]. 
(g) There ex&? a U3 E @ such that 
us c n {U2(vt)It E Us}. 
Let yl, ya, w E UI n 6’ such that wyrya=v. Put ys: = yly2. For each 
g E G, yi’( Ulyzg) is a neighborhood of yag [cf. (2.2)]. As in the proof of (e), 
there is a finite subset Ge of G such that 
(1) y2G C yi’( U1y2Go). 
By (2.2), n (Ui’(y2g)lg E GO} n UI is a neighborhood of 1. Therefore this 
set contains an element y of &. A combination of this with (1) yields 
ysG= y1y2G C U1yzGo C Gy. 
Since wr( UIYIG) is a neighborhood of yaG [cf. (2.2)], we see that w-1( Ufy) 
is a neighborhood of ysG. Therefore, there exists a V E @ such that 
ysv c wl( Ufy,. 
Hence 
vv=wysv c Ufy. 
This implies that 
(2) y E n (Ui*(d)jt E V>. 
Obviously, G C Ui’y. Therefore, we can find a Us E Q such that 
USC Uily n V 
and (2) leads to 
US C Ui’y 5 n (Ui’(Wt)lt E V} C n {U;‘(vt)(t E US}. 
(h) There exiists a U E % such that 
i7 C U1 n U2 n Us n (U. n S)-4. 
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Note that 
(1) u c n {W(wt)lt E u> 
(2) Z-1~ n T C U. 
There exists an open relatively compact neighborhood Z of z such that 
(3) z-1z n T C U 
and there exists a z1 E z( UO n &-I n &I such that 
(4) $2 n T C U. 
Then 
(5) if t E T such that u n t--lXo#Q) then 
t E Uov n UO n &-12 n S-lp C UOv n UO n &lz n i3-12, 
and 
(6) VO= (zIU&-1 is a neighborhood of 1. 
Since U1 n Uz n Us n ( UO n $)-%I is a neighborhood of a, the existence 
of such a U follows. (1) follows from (g). The existence of such a 2 can 
be shown by using a simple compactness argument and (2). Also by 
using a compactness argument and (b.2) one can 6nd such a 21. Now (6) 
is a combination of (f) and (d.2). (6) follows from (2.2) and the fact that 
x1 E Z( U. n 8)-l. 
(i) Let 3: = (0 C SIO open 2 E 0 C X0) and let C?l= {ct]CJ C S closed). 
Observe that for an X E % and an FE g the collection (t-1Xjt E T} 
consists of open sets and covers the compact set g n F. 
For each X E 9?“, let the mup AX from 29 into I2 be dejked as follows 
lx(F):= inf{nElllenFC ?J km’X,tl,...,t,ET) (FEE). 
i-1 
Then 
(1) Ix(F u R) <Ax(F) + Ix(R) for all F, R E ‘3 
(2) Ax(F) <2x(K) for all F, K E ‘3 with F L K 
(3) 3,9(s-l(r( g n F)) g&(F) for all F E 8, 8 E U!, r E U;‘v 
(1) and (2) are obvious. 
To prove (3), let X E %, F E 5?, s E U& r E UC%. Put n: =Ax(F). There 
are tl, . . . . t, E T such that 
OnFC 6 t;‘X. 
4-l 
By (h.5) we have that 
tf E Vow n U. (i=l, . . . . 92). 
Let 81, . . . . s,, E UO such that 
tg=s{v (i=l, . . . . n). 
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Let t E Uc such that 
tr=a. 
Then 
t?-l(r( D n F)) c s-1( i, 9q(8&pX)) z 6 (8&)-1X. 
4-n i-1 
Since 
s&e U: CT (i=l, . . . . n) 
we have that 
- 
Ix@-l(r( u n F))) <i1x(F). 
(j) Let FE g such that 0:= int (P n U)#@. 
There exists an N ~l2 such that 
l.x(fl) < N&(F) for all X E 3. 
Let q E 0 n 8. Then (vO)p-1 is a neighborhood of v. Therefore there 
is an open neighborhood V of 1 such that 
Vv C (vO)q-1 and V C Uc. 
Hence 
vwq c vo. 
Let a E V n 8. Then a-l(Vvq) is a neighborhood of vq [see (2.2)]. 
Consequently a-l(v0) is a neighborhood of vq. 
Since q E U, (h.1) tells us that 0 C U{l(vq). 
This shows that {int (at)-l(vO)lt E UO} is a cover by open sets of g. 
Therefore there are tl, . .., t, E U such that 
D c u {(at&l(wO)li= 1, . . . . n) 
C U ((at&l(v(V n F))li=l, . . . . n}. 
Since ah E Uij (i = 1, . .., n), (i.3) leads to 
2x(8)=2x( 0) < 3 Ax((c&)-l(w( i7 n P))) =g dx(P) for all X E 3”. 
i-1 
(k) Put zo:=z. 
For each X E $ we have an element AX in [0, 11s X WI de$ned by 
ilx(F, ~):=Ix(z,?F)/Ax(~) for all F E S, i=O, 1. 
Since [0, l]x X UN is compact in the product topology, there exists a 
AE [0, 11% XW’,ll such that 
A E cl0 {A,(X E z, x c Y} for all Y E ST, 
where the closure also is taken in the product topology. 
Now, let the mups ;b, 11 from .2T into [0, l] be given by 
&(F):=il(F,i) for aZE FEZ, i=O, 1. 
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Then for each i E (0, 11, we have 
(1) O<&(F)< 1 for all P E Z; 
(2) k(F) G&(K) for all F, K E x with F C K; 
(3) nt(F u K)<&(F)+&(K) for aZZ F, K E x; 
(4) if F, K E ~7 such that P n K=O then &(F u K)=&(F)+&(K); 
(5) if F E Z such that int (.z+-lF n U) #P, then &(F)>O. 
The proofs of (l), (2) and (3) follow immediately from the definitions, 
and the proof of (5) follows easily from (j). 
To prove (4), let F and K be disjoint compact subsets of 8. Observe 
the following. Let i E (0, 1). Suppose that for each X E 57 there exist 
~px, qx E 0 and tx E T such that 
xtpx E F, txpx E X, %qx E K and txqx E X. 
In view of the compactness of T and U, we can conclude that there 
are r, q E U and t E T [cluster-points of @x1X E %}, (qx]X ES} and 
{txlX E $1, respectively] such that 
z+r E F, tr=x, RqE K and tq=x. 
Since t E XsC-1 n T C &lz~, we tid that 
ar=aqEF n K, 
which is impossible by our choice of F and K. 
Apparently, we may conclude that there exists a neighborhood X of 5 
in % such that for all t E T, i E (0, l> we have 
if (Z;‘F n 0) n t-1X#0 then (<‘K n g) n tlX = 0 and 
if (Zi’K n g) n t-lX#P) then (a-‘F n 8) n t-IX= 0. 
In view of this last property, it is easy to complete the proof of (4). 
(1) For each W C 8 open and each i E (0, 1) 
&( W) : = sup (&(F)IF E S, F 2 W> 
and for each BoreZ subset E of S let 
p’(E):= inf{%(W)IW is qen and EC W} 
v(E) : = inf {ti( W)l W is open and E _C W). 
Then : 
(1) p’, v are positive bouncEed Radon measures ; 
(2) E(W)=p’(W), A:(W)=v(W) for all open subsets W of 8; 
(3) $W (F)) <39(F) G P’(F), 
v (int (F)) <Al(F) <v(F) for aZZ F E x; 
(4) /.J(S)=v(S)=l; 
(6) if FEZ such that int (U n S’F)#p) then ,d(F)>O; 
(6) if F E Z such that .%‘F n T C U then ,u’(tlF) <v( F) for all t E 70. 
To prove (l)-(4), it is sufficient to refer to section 63 of [a], and to 
note that, by (k), both Jo and k are contents in the sense of section 63 
in [a]. 
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(6) Follows from a combination of (3) and (k.5). 
To prove (6), let P E S such that 
Zi’F n T C U 
and let t E Vs and 8 E Uo such that 
t&l = 21s. 
Now, consider a II: E Z for which 
zi*(tK) n T C U. 
Let E> 0. There is an X E % such that 
I(Ix(d’K)/lx(S))-39(K)I c-5 
and 
\(&+i’(tX))/&-(a)) - Al(tX)I <a. 
By (i), we have that 
(39(K) -WXW)) 4x(%-‘K) <;lx(a’(wtq)) 
=Ax(s-l(K*(tK)) n U) <2x(8-l(zi’(tK) n T)) 
<Ax(S-l(Zi’(tK) Cl 0)) < Ax(Zil(tK)) 
<(wq+E)(Ax(~)). 
This shows that 
J&(K) < WK). 
Now, consider an open subset W of 8’ for which 
Zi’W n T C U. 
Let E > 0. There is a R E S such that 
R C t-1W and p’(t-lW)<l.~(K)+e. 
Then tK C W, and by the above observation, we have that 
,u’(t-lW) <lo(K) +~<h(tK) +E<Y( W) +E. 
Therefore, we may conclude that 
p’@-lW)<4W). 
Finally, a simple compactness argument shows that there exists an open 
set WI of S such that 
F C WI and zi’ WI A T C U. 
Let E> 0. There exists an open subset W of S such that 
F C WC WI and Y(W)GY(F)+E. 
From the argument above, one deduces that 
,u’(tlF) <,~‘(t-~ W) < Y( WV) <v(F) + E. 
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Consequently, 
(m) Let W be a compact neighborhood of 1, a& let Y be an open neigh- 
borhood of ~0 such that 
WYCZ and WCV0. 
Put p:=p’Iy [i.e.: &ZZ)=,J(E A Y) for all Bore1 sets E of Ej. 
(1) If PET and t E W then ~*,u,(~‘)-zzv(~‘). 
(2) a 6 SUPP (/J)* 
Let FEX and let tE W. 
By (h.4), we have that zi’(P n 2) n T C U. Therefore, (1.6) leads to 
i * p(P) =p(t-W) =p’(t-W n Y) qd(tl(8 n t Y)) 
q4-V n Z))e(P n Z)e(& 
This proves (1). 
If Yo is a compact neighborhood of ~0 contained in Y then, evidently 
we have that 1 E int (6’Yo)#p). Hence, by (1.5), we have that 
This proves (2). 
(n) Now, we have that 
(1) P E ~%4fO ad 
(2) H n Supp (L$Y)) z 8. 
(1) follows immediately from (m.1). 
By (m.2), we have that ~0 E supp (,x), and since ~0 = z E H we see that 
H n Supp (L;(S)) #B. Now, (2) follows from this and (2.7). 0 
An obvious combination of (3.1), (3.2) and (3.4) leads to the following 
theorem. 
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